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PURPOSE 
 
PLC MAX H02 controller are designed to solve a wide range of tasks of management and technological processes and data exchange. It 
is  used in home and industrial automation on low and medium level of technological advancement.  GSM communicator is designed 
for management of technological processes and data exchange via the mobile network GSM 900/1800 in SMS, GPRS mode and voice 
call (using a DTMF and CLIP). 

MAX H02 is one of the few drivers to enable connection and use it without the elements of programming. Using 
MAX_S02 CONFIGURATOR software, anyone can utilize who does not want to know the language and the complicated 
procedures of PLC programming. 
 
 
 

SOFTWARE TOOLS 
 
For carrying out and interpreting program in ForthLogic responsible programming and hardware 
system called the forth-system. Computational model underlying the language ForthLogic consists of 
stacks, global variables, the dictionary, the input and output buffer. ForthLogic language allows to 
describe the processes running in parallel and operates in a multitasking environment. 
 
Interactive programming environment and creating applications  for controllers MAX  in ForthLogic 
consists of a text editor Notepad++, terminal program PuTTY and the program ForthLogic Programmer 
providing two-way communication between PC and controller MAX. This environment alowe create 
scripts ForthLogic, program MAX controllers and communicate with the controller in terminal mode.  
 
MAXLadderSOFT program provides an easy way to convert schema "relay" at programming language 
of controller. The program allows creating and editing applications using ladder diagram language 
[LAD], checking the correctness of the construction schedule, the directly communication controller 
with a computer, upload the application to the PLC. 
 
Direct work with the system controller called a box  mode. There are two types of work box: terminal 
and remote. Terminal Mode is working with a program like HIPERTERMINAL (MAX-PC connection USB 
cable). Terminal  Mode primarily use for learning programming, solving programming tasks or solving 
existing problems in the operation of the controller. Remote mode - only for controllers with GSM 
module - this controller work with the phone via SMS. In this mode the phone screen fulfills a similar 
function as a terminal window on your computer monitor. Remote mode is clearly to use remote 
control devices connected to the controller. 

 

 

SYGNALING 

 
The controller mounted three LEDs: 
- green LED „POWER” show power supply of communicator; 
- yellow LED „STATUS” show state of GSM module. In the normal state the LED is lights up constantly; 
- red LED „GSM”  is intended to indicate the module of work in the GSM cellular network GSM. Periodicity luminous diode "GSM" 
means the various states and modes GSM module: 
- pulsation period with break time of 0.8 sec - a program can not find the network or there are problems with the SIM card; 
- pulsation period with break time of 0.8 seconds - a program can not find the network or there are problems with the SIM card 
 
 
 

WORK MODE 
 
The controller can function as an algorithm with a rigid labor, whose parameters and functions are set using the software 
MAX_H02_CONFIGURATOR, or as a freely programmable logic controller, the logic of work as a whole is determined by the application 
(in the language of ForthLogic). 
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I/O DESCRIPTION 
 
 

Name of contact Purpose 

DI/AI1÷DI/AI4 
Combined input to connect signals type a "dry contact" analog signals type current (4 ... 20 mA), 
analog signals type voltage (0 ... 0 V) 

DI5÷DI8 
Unitary inputs (digital) for connecting the signals type of "dry contact". Input DI8 also can be used 
to connect the devices 1-Wire ® type (the option will appear in future versions of software for 
communicator) 

DO1÷DO4 Unitary inputs (digital) type "open collector" 

S1÷S3 Relay outputs 1CO 

MIC+     MIC- Joints to connect a standard Electret microphone (capacity) 

DP       DN Joints to connect the skirting Serial RS485 

+BAT Joints to connect the battery 

+24V Joints to connect the supply voltage of communicator 

GND Joints for connection to the overall inputs, outputs, RS485 serial strips, power and batteries 

 
 
 
 

REALIZATION OF THE CONNECTIONS 
 
 
Power supply 
 

 
 
 
G1 – DC supply 
G2- gel battery 12V 
 
 
The module power supply and built-in battery charger allows the power to implement a flexible schedule of supply. For many functions 
the controller is required the use of the emergency power supply (reserve) in the form of external hermetic battery acid (gel) at 
nominal voltage of 12V. The controller shall monitor the state of the battery and it automatically charge to the presence of supply 
voltage is applied. 
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Digital inputs 
 
 

 
 
 
K – electromagnetic relay  
S – button 
DO – digital output  
 
 
Analog imput 
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Digital and relay output 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Serial port RS-485 
 
 

 
 
 
N1 – „master” controller 
H1 – ”slave” device 

 
Default connection parameters: 
number of bits per second: 9600 
data bit:  8 
parity:  None 
stop Bits: 1 
flow control: None 
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Using special commends of ForthLogic language is possible to set other Modbus parameters: 
number of bits per second: 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, 115200 
parity: none / odd / even 
stop Bits: 1 / 2 

 

 

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION 
 

            ATTENTION! 

The controller should be installed, operated and programmed by qualified staff, familiar with its construction, 
operation, and incidental to such threats. 

 
Before installing the controller, should be set configuration of combined inputs AI/DI1 ÷ AI/DI4. Choose the type of input: analog or 
digital. To do this, need remove the four screws located in the lower corners of the cover  of communicator, and remove the cover. 
Then remove the two screws located diagonally while holding the top plate and printed - take by terminal blocks - to raise up the plate, 
removing it from the internal connector. On the lower side of the plate are a groups of configuration switches coded, marked in the 
figure according with the combined input, which they set up (see picture). 
 

 

 
Location and numbering of the configuration code switches  

 
For each of the code button should make settings for dowel in the position which describe the type of input. The table gives the 
position of contact, switches codes, which must close by dowel to set the desired type of output. 
 

Input DI/AIx Dowel 1 Dowel 2 

Digital 3-5 4-6 

Analog - Current (4÷20mA) 1-3 2-4 

Analog - Voltage (0÷10V) 1-3 4-6 

 
After made settings take ON the  plate to the connector, screw on by  two screws, take ON the plate and screw on by the four bolts. 
 

ATTENTION! 
Remember to make the necessary programming configuration (see MAX H02 Configurator) 
 
 

 
 
 

COMMUNICATION WITH PC 
 
The controller works with a PC running Windows 2000, Windows NT, Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7 
To connect using a USB-miniUSB cable. When first connected, Windows will prompt for a driver or software information for the driver. 
Run CDM20802_Setup.exe file from  folder with a set of USB attached distribution files. Any physical connection cable and software, 
"plugging in" to the system controller is signaled by a tone [beep]. 
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Set the port number 8 (Device Manager> Ports (COM & LPT). 
 

 
 
 
 
 

MAX H02 CONFIGURATOR 
 
MAX H02 is one of the few drivers to enable connection and use it without the elements of programming. Using CONFIGURATOR 
software, anyone can utilize who does not want to know the language and the complicated procedures of PLC programming. 
 
The configuration program consists of MAX-H02.exe configurator, applications in the language FORTH h02.fl and supporting files (all in 
the software folder) and a programmer FLprog.exe flprog folder. The whole are in the folder MAX_H02_distributiv. This folder should 
be copied to a local drive on the PC in such a location to the path does not contain any characters "space" (eg: F: \ ... 
 
 
The task notification alert you to implement one of the six members whose phones number are stored in the relevant sections of the 
configuration menus, when there is a logical tripped on one of the inputs. 
For actuation of digital inputs is called the closure of a logical circuit between the input and the ground GND (logical value 1). The 
analog input is a fixed threshold value is exceeded for a given input. 
Notification shall be implemented as a text message. 
The job output control allows you to: 
- Remotely control the digital output driver by commands sent as plain text SMS; 
- To perform a simple controller based on the physical value of any of the analog input and digital output. 
Automatic control of one of the digital outputs in the ordinary course of physical values of the control lies in the fact that the measured 
value exceeds the threshold set for the digital output is switched active. 
 
 
Run a file H02.exe. 
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WEJŚCIA CYFROWE (DI 5-8) 
 

Protection 
1. Remote control: 
 - allow to remote control by SMS; 
 - remote control is locked. 
This option can mean: For all - remote control can be made from any number of  mobile phone; For loyal - remote control can be 
made only from certain phone numbers which are listed in charter Phones. 
2. Protection: 
 - access control for the input text message; 
 - lack of access control 
Password – establishment of a secret code (a sequence of digits with a maximum length of 15 characters). The default password: 
123456. 
3. SIM card 
PIN code of  active SIM card. In the input window need enter the code of used the card. Enter the PIN code cause automatically 
login to the GSM network by enclosing of controller (e.g. after failure  of the power). If the another way, the controller during the 
start-up will exact to give a PIN code of active SIM card.  
Clock 
1. Parameters: 
Function DST “Daylight Saving Time” (automatic time change function summer/winter):  Auto DST / No DST – choose the options 
2. Time Zone: 
Input location time. Set a total number from range -12 to +12, which refers to the time zone a country or region in which the 
controller  works with settings for the local time.  
3. Correction: 
Correction of system time. Set the total number from range -360 to +360, corresponding to the desired correction of the system 
time in seconds. The correction should take place when we find the system time deviation from the actual controller to local time. 
Correction of the system time is made on the first day of each month at 21:00:00 (9:00pm) by adding a set value of correction to 
the system time. 
4. Watch: 
 - attached synchronization to the PC system time; 
 - no synchronization. 
Sync  buttons synchronizes the program from the PC system time. To save time in the driver, you do a Write command. 
Read parameters / Write parameters -  parameters reading  / writing for toolbar System. 

MENU 
File 
Connect – software connection of controller port 
Disconnect – software disconnection of controller port 
Upgrade – automatictly refirmware (file esfl-s03.bin from 
folder Firmware). Previous settings and the application 
will be deleted. After the procedure, load the firmware 
automatically installs the driver s03.fl. 
Exit – close the program 
Parameters 
Read All– presentation a actual settings of controller and 

aplication 
Write All – save a new settings of controller and 

aplication 
Help 
Information about software version 

 System 
GSM: 
Operator - nazwa operatora GSM zastosowanej karty 
SIM 
Signal - siła sygnału GSM 0-4 (zasieg) 
 
Info: 
Firmware version - wersja oprogramowania firmware 
Free memory - stan wolnej pamięci dla aplikacji (bajty) 
Software version - wersja oprogramowania aplikacji 
 
Phones: 
User 1-6 - It allow to establishes six phone numbers, 
which are used to the notify. In selecting these options 
in the input  window of values  need to put the  specify 
number corresponding to phone number in 
international format, e.g.: +48123456789. 
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DI 
Digital Input. 
 
SMS Warning 
 - No SMS alerts in case of tripping of input 
 - SMS alert in case of tripping of input 
User 
User number, which is assigned a phone number in the tab 
Phones. 
Repeat 
Number of minutes after which the SMS message will be 
repeated in the case of continuous maintenance of the 
entrance. The parameter 0 (zero) does not cause repeated SMS 
messages. 
SMS 
Contents of the message. Up to 160 characters (limited auto) 
Invert input 
 - activation selected function by a high signal 1 (rising edge) 
 - activation selected function by a low signal  0 (falling edge) 
 
Read parameters / Write parameters -  parameters reading  / 
writing for toolbar DI. 
 

DO 
Digital Output 
 
Remote control 
Remote control option (input messages in the user's phone) with 
a special set of commands *. 
 - option disabled;   - option enabled 
Local control 
Dependent output control option assigned input. 
 - option disabled;   - option enabled 
ATTENTION! Remote and Local Options can operate 
simultaneously, although in some settings, this can cause conflicts 
of output. For such cases, you should carefully consider how the 
system behavior. 
DI / AI 
Selecting the type of input controls the output. 
Input 
Number of inputs, whose activation causes activation of this 
output. 
Level / Puls 
Optional output activation. Level - permanent representation of 
the input signal at its assigned output (1 = 1, 0 = 0). The Invert 
option set input switching logic is the opposite (negation NOT: 1 = 
0, 0 = 1). Pulse - departure time period (pulse). Upon activation of 
the input the output will be (state 1) at the set time. After this 
time will be disconnected (state 0). Give up time in seconds. 
Maximum number of seconds.: 99999. 
 
Read parameters / Write parameters -  parameters reading  / 
writing for toolbar DO. 
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* Remote Control Commands (Commands SMS) 
 
Control of outputs 
ON – switching ON (state1) 
OFF – switching OFF (state 0) 
DOUT – digital output (output)  
Example: Activation of the output 1:   „ON  1  DOUT”;  disable output 5:  „OFF  5  DOUT” 
Automatic feedback messages: 
SUCCES! – correct execution of the command 
WRONG INDEX – output number out of range 
REMOTE CONTROL DISABLED! - Remote control option is disabled for output 
 
Question about digital inputs or outputs: 
DIN? – digital input DI (1-8) 
Example:  Query the state of input one:  „1  DIN?” 
Return message: 
INPUT IS CLOSED – state 1 (ON). 
INPUT IS OPENED – state 0 (OFF). 
BAD INDEX – input numer out of range. 
 
DIO – digital input or output 
Example:  Question about input 1:  „1  DIO”; Question about output 5:  „5 DIO” 
Automatic feedback messages  
DIO [nr]: ON – state 1 of input or output (ON). 
DIO [nr]: OFF – state 0 of input or output (OFF). 
 
If password is active put before the right password . 
Example: Set on of input 1:   „123456  SET  1  DOUT”; 
 
 
 
 

RO 
Relay Output 
 
Remote control 
Remote control option (input messages in the user's phone) with 
a special set of commands *. 
 - option disabled;   - option enabled 
Local control 
Dependent output control option assigned input. 
 - option disabled;   - option enabled 
ATTENTION! Remote and Local Options can operate 
simultaneously, although in some settings, this can cause conflicts 
of output. For such cases, you should carefully consider how the 
system behavior. 
DI / AI 
Selecting the type of input controls the output. 
Input 
Number of inputs, whose activation causes activation of this 
output. 
Level / Puls 
Optional output activation. Level - permanent representation of 
the input signal at its assigned output (1 = 1, 0 = 0). The Invert 
option set input switching logic is the opposite (negation NOT: 1 = 
0, 0 = 1). Pulse - departure time period (pulse). Upon activation of 
the input the output will be (state 1) at the set time. After this 
time will be disconnected (state 0). Give up time in seconds. 
Maximum number of seconds.: 99999. 
 
Read parameters / Write parameters -  parameters reading  / 
writing for toolbar RO. 
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SMS Warning 
 - No SMS alerts in case of tripping of input 
 - SMS alert in case of tripping of input 
User 
User number, which is assigned a phone number in the tab Phones. 
Repeat 
Number of minutes after which the SMS message will be repeated in the case of continuous maintenance of the entrance. The 
parameter 0 (zero) does not cause repeated SMS messages. 
SMS 
Contents of the message. Up to 160 characters (limited auto) 
Invert input 
 - activation selected function by a high signal 1 (rising edge) 
 - activation selected function by a low signal  0 (falling edge) 
 
Read parameters / Write parameters -  parameters reading  / writing for toolbar DI. 
 
 
SMS Query for the value of analog inputs: 
AIN – analog input 
Example: Query the value of input one:  „1  AIN” 
Return message: 
[no] AI= [value] – value scaled from the connected converter, e.g..:  „1 AI= 25.5” 
 
DIN? – digital input DI (1-8) 
Example:  Query the state of input one:  „1  DIN?” 
Return message: 
INPUT IS CLOSED – state 1 (ON). 
INPUT IS OPENED – state 0 (OFF). 
BAD INDEX – input numer out of range. 
 
If password is active put before the right password . 
Example: Set on of input 1:   „123456  SET  1  DOUT”; 
 

DIAI 
Digital and analog inputs. Before installing and programming the 
controller, make hardware configuration of inputs 
AI/DI1÷AI/DI4. 
 
Type: 
Choice of type of input 
 Digital -  
 Viltage – analog 0-10V 
 Current - analog 4-20mA 
 
Scale 
In the Minimum Window give the minimum value of the 
measured range of the transmitter-sensor analog input 
connected to the controller. In the Maximum specify the 
maximum value of the measured ranges of the transmitter-
sensor analog input connected to the controller. On the 
Threshold The actual threshold value at which shares will be 
determined in the selected output and / or SMS notification to 
the assigned phone number. In the Histeresis set the hysteresis 
value, the value falls below the threshold at which the shares 
reversed the selected output. 
An example. The controller temperature sensor is connected to 
analog converter for 4-20mA. Range of temperature measured 
by the sensor is -50 to 100 ° C. The minimum is -50. Maximum is 
100 I set the threshold value of 25 Hysteresis is the fifth In the 
case of temperature rise above 25 ° C will result in activation, 
such as switching outputs. When the temperature drops by the 
hysteresis value, below 20 ° C will disable output. 
 
 
 
 
 
Warning 
 - brak powiadomień SMS w przypadku zadziałania przekroczenia 
ustawionego progu 
 - powiadomienie SMS w przypadku przekroczenia ustawionego 
progu 
User 
Numer użytkownika, do którego przypisany jest numer telefonu 
w zakładce Phones. 
Repeat 
Liczba minut, po których zostanie powtórzony komunikat SMS w 
przypadku ciągłego utrzymania stanu na wejściu. Parametr 0 
(zero) nie powoduje powtórnych komunikatów SMS. 
SMS 
Treść komunikatu. Maksymalnie 160 znaków (ograniczenie 
automatyczne). 
Scale 
Kalkulator pozwalający na przeskalowanie sygnału 4-20mA 
wejścia  analogowego na wartości rzeczywiste mierzone. 
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STATUS AND VALID SIM CARD 
 
To carry out maintenance tasks such as activation and deactivation of services, check status and validity, and top-up your account, etc., 
with mobile operators service is USSD (Unstructured Supplementary Service Data). To achieve these tasks for the controller purposes, 
we will give a command lines, through which the user remotely using its mobile, may find out the status and validity account period 
and may top-up. Meanings of individual words will not explain. Stakeholders refer to the programming instructions.  
Check the status and validity account: 
[password] NAK˽LAST˽"˽*111#˽"˽USSD˽DROP (password given only if it was established)  
In response comes the operator SMS, which is information about the current state of your account and the expiry date (the format of 
the presentation of notifications depends on the operator).  
Top-up:  
[password] NAK˽LAST˽"˽*111*12345678909876#˽"˽ USSD˽DROP (password given only if it was established)  
In response comes the operator SMS confirming the top-up (the presentation format of the notification depends on the operator).  
On red are examples of codes USSD commands. In fact, they are determined by individual mobile network operators. 

 
 
WORKING WITH CONTROLLER DIALOG MODE (TERMINAL) 
 
NOTEPAD + + PUTYY 
Interactive programming environment for creating applications to controllers MAX i ForthLogic consisting of a text editor Notepad + +, 
PuTTY terminal program and the program ForthLogic Programmer providing two-way communication between PC and controller MAX. 
Your environment, you can create scripts in ForthLogic, program controller MAX  and communicate with the controller in terminal 
mode. The environment does not require software installation. It works with Windows 2000, Windows NT, Windows XP, Windows Vista 
and Windows 7 
The operating procedure is described in detail in a separate manual programming environment Notepad + + PuTTY. 
 

 
 
STATE OF INPUTS/OUTPUTS 
 
In dialog mode there is  statusu of in/out. Display the status of inputs and outputs allows the optical orientation of the state controller 
shall inform the firmware version, available memory and power supply voltage parameters 
 

 
 

Version: - number of software firmware version, where 04 means controller type H04, a xx next number of software version. 
Free Log menory:  - number of free kilobytes of data recording for  Log in memory controller;  
  
 
Free Forth menory: - Forth is number of free bytes for applications in ForthLogic language in  memory controller. 
Time: - system time (hour - minutes - secund). 
Date: - system date (day - mounth - rok). 
POW: - the main power supply 
BAT: - reserve power (battery). 
GSM: - gsm operator’s status (power of signal and name). 
AI: - the status of analog inputs (if such have been set). The top row shows the number of input. Bottom line,  display the current value 
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of which is expressed in units of resolution analog input of controller (0 ÷ 1024).   
DI: - the state of digital inputs (if such have been set). The top row shows the number of input. Bottom line indicate the current state of 

input (0 - passive, 1 - active).  
DO: - - the state of digital outputs. The top row shows the number of output. Bottom line indicate the current state of output (0 - 

passive, 1 - active). 
RO: - the state of relay outputs . The top row shows the number of output. Bottom line indicate the current state of output (0 - passive, 

1 - active). 
 
 
To open status display write in terminal commend SHOW STATUS and confirm ENTER. 
 
 

                  
 
 
 

FILE OPERATIONS 
 

ATTENTION! 
All the necessary files for the controller, are in the attached CD. In the case of loss attaching the CD, must find the 
necessary software on our website www.plcmax.pl. 
 

 
LOAD AND RUN THE APPLICATION (a script in ForthLogic language) 
 
The rules for developing of software to controller are described in the instruction of programming in ForthLogic language. Text file 
containing the program developed in ForthLogic (application) should be named "autorun.txt" (necessary as a  . Txt  file). Then upload it 
on the SD card and insert in port of controller. Put in the controller port, the file will be automatically loaded. During a file loading into 
the memory of the forth-system  interpreter, file will be monitored on an ongoing basis. If the forth-system find any program errors, 
will stops the application program. After uploading the correct application, driver will beep [bip]. The file is automatically deleted from 
the SD card. 
It is also possible to load an application during work with the controller in the dialog mode by Notepad++/PuTTY. 
 
 
RENEWS SOFTWARE FIRMWARE 
 
Renewing  software user interface is carried out with the following: 
- when is a new version of the software; 
- when is need to change the standard for a special controller software, intended to solve individual tasks of the user (based on 
individual arrangements); 
- when  password is loss;   
- when is the unforeseen failure of the controller system. 
Procedure: 
NOTE: Do not use SDHC cards 
1. Format SD card with the FAT32 file system 
2. Copy to the root of memory card SD the file software “esfl.bin” from the firmware from Firmware. 
3. Turn OFF the power. 
4. Insert the card into the driver section. 
5. Turn ON the power. 
6. After about 30 sec the. firmware will be uploaded. The controller automatically restarts the system. 
 
 

ATTENTION! 
After completing the software update from the memory-forth system are removed, all applications made by the user 
(words in ForthLogic language)! 
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RESTORE FORTH-SYSTEM 
 
System restore takes place due to unforeseen driver system failures when it isn’t possible to reissue firmware. 
Procedure: 
1. Format SD card with the FAT32 file system 
2. Copy to the root of memory card SD the file software “esfl-gii.bin” from the firmware from Repair. 
3. Turn OFF the power. 
4. Insert the card into the driver section. 
5. Turn ON the power. The cleaning process memory areas will start automatically. While loading the file the controller will 3-sec. beep. 
6. Upload the firmware. 
 
 
 

ERROR MESSAGES 
 
During load the application and interpretation of the "forthdic.txt", in the event of a error, the display will be printed notice of the error 
code rather than text. In terminal mode, and remote-fort system, all the errors that arise during the dialogue with the system, are 
printed in brackets in the form of text in English. 
 
 
Known errors fort-system codes and their explanations: 
 

Code           Text of error The text of the  The text of the error Explain 

1 UNKNOWN WORD unknown word for a forth-system interpreter 

2 ILLEGAL USAGE the use of words in the wrong context 

3 ILLEGAL PARAMETER an incorrect parameter words 

4 INSUFFICIENT PARAMETERS insufficient number of parameters 

5 DATA STACK EMPTY empty data stack 

6 DATA STACK FULL overflow stack data 

7 RETURN STACK EMPTY returns an empty stack 

8 RETURN STACK FULL overflow stack returns 

9 OUT OF MEMORY Lack of memory Forth 

10 MATHEMATIC STACK EMPTY mathematic stack empty 

11 MATHEMATIC STACK FULL overflow  mathematic stack 

12 SD CARD NOT FOUND lack of memory card SD/MMC 

13 FILE NOT FOUND file not found 

14 INPUT BUFFER OVERFLOW Input buffer overflow 

15 FILE SYSTEM BUSY busy file system (for example, is playing a different audio file) 

16 FILE EMPTY empty file 

17 WRONG CONSTRUCTION invalid (incomplete) structure (IF-THEN-ELSE) 

18 FILE TRANSFER ERROR error during the adoption of the Protocol Xmod 

19 FILE TRANSFER TIMOUT 
Initiated file after the adoption of the Protocol Xmod does not begin during the 

30sek. 

20 
COMPILE MODE NOT 

ALLOWED 
Prohibition define words for ForthLogic language (for SMS texts) 
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TECHNICAL DATA 
 

INPUTS: maximum resistance of the external circuit at the input in the analog-digital mode, 
digital input (input treated as closed) 500Ω 

 input resistance of input analog-to-digital  

  - in voltage mode „0÷10V” 130Ω 

  - in current mode „4÷20mA” 0,12Ω 

 maximum allowable voltage on input analog-digital  

 - in digital input mode 6V 

  - in voltage mode „0÷10V” 30V 

  - in current mode„4÷20mA” 30V 

 ACP position when measuring the analog parameters (resolution) 10 bits 

 maximum resistance of external circuit on a digital input, treated as closed 300 Ω 

 maximum allowable voltage to a digital input 30V 

OUTPUTS: maximum permissible voltage for the output type "open collector" 50V 

 the maximum output current of the type "open collector"  

  - continuous 100mA 

  - pulse (20% ratio factor) 400mA 

 maximum allowable voltage for relay output  

  - AC (Resistive load) 270V 

  - DC (Resistive load) 30V 

 maximum allowable current for relay output  

  - AC (Resistive load) 5A 

  - DC (Resistive load) 7A 

RS485: communication protocol MODBUS RTU 

 exchange rate 9600bit/sec 

 maximum speed limit voltage on the line 12V 

 maximum working capacity of the line 250pF 

GSM: frequency scale (agreeably with GSM Phase 2/2+)  

  - for EGSM 900:  

   - to receive 925÷960MHz 

   - to sent 880÷915 MHz 

  - for DCS 1800:  

   - to receive 1805÷1880 MHz 

   - to sent 1710÷1785 MHz 

 maximum power of radiation [dBm]  

  - for EGSM 900 (agreeably with Class 4) 33 (2W) 

  - for DCS 1800 (agreeably  with Class 1)  30 (1W) 

 receiver sensitivity [dBm]  

  - for EGSM 900 <-106 minus? 

  - for DCS 1800 <-106minus? 

 antenna connector switch SMA 

 ratio of supply antenna [dBi] 2,15 

 max speed  of changes in CSD mode 14400bit/sec 

SIM card: used standard  GSM Phase 1, 
GSM Phase 2+ 
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 supply 1,8V ; 3,3V 

Memory card: used standard SD, SDHC, MMC 

 supported file systems FAT12, FAT16, FAT32 

 supported size to 32GB 

 supply 3,3V 

Accumulator: type acidic gel 

 max working voltage on accumulator 13,8V 

 max value of charging current 200mA 

 the current drawn from the battery  

  - voice connection, relays and illumination of display are switch ON  275mA 

  - waiting, relays and illumination of display are switch ON 170mA 

  - waiting, relays and illumination of display are switch OFF 55mA 

Supply: range of the supply voltage without accumulator 9÷24V 

 range of the supply voltage with  have connected  accumulator 18÷24V 

 maximum power consumption 3,5W 

Environment: working temperature   -10...+50°C 

 storage temperature -20...+60°C 

 relative humidity (without condensation) 90% 

Assembly: maximum cross-section of the attachment cables 1,5mm² 

 dimensions (without antenna) [width × length × depth] 110х79х40mm 

 mass 0,22kg 

 fixing hole 98,2х38mm 
(M3,5÷M4,5) 

 boxing material 
FRABS UL94 -V0З 

 
 

TRANSPORT AND STORAGE 
 

The controller in the original box can be transported private and specialized means of transport at a temperature from -20 ° C to 50 ° C. 
During the transport of box aren’t exposed to direct flow of liquid effects (rain, condensation of liquids, humidity, etc.) and the direct 
impact loads in excess of 1kg.  

The controller in the original box, stored in a temperature range from -5 ° C to 40 ° C in the place not exposed to the direct impact of 
liquids (rain, condensation of liquids, etc.), molds, fungi, acid vapors, principles, and other aggressive factors for average annual values 
of relative humidity to 60% at a temperature of 20 ° C and humidity of the upper value to 80% at a temperature of 25 ° C. 

 
 

WARRANTY 
 
• The CONTROLLER is covered by 24 month warranty from date of purchase.  
• Warranty valid only with proof of purchase.  
• Warning of claim must be made at point of purchase, Client Services in the supply of assembling  services and programming or 
directly from the manufacturer (Tel 42-2270971, e-mail: dztech@fif.com.pl)  
• During the warranty the manufacturer undertakes to repair or replacement for the new, within 14 days from the date of delivery to 
the service.  
• The purchaser has the right to exchange for a new controller or cash refund if the defect is found will be indelible factory.  
• The warranty doesn’t cover:  
- Mechanical and chemical damage  
- Damage resulting from improper or inconsistent use of the User's Guide  
- Damage incurred after the sale of an accident or other event for which you will not be liable neither the manufacturer nor the point of 
sale, such as damage to transportation, etc.  
• The warranty doesn’t include acts which, according to the instructions user should follow, for example, install the relay, the execution 
of electric wiring, installation of other required provisions, etc. 


